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Assignment Description: Line
Create a series of line drawings that demonstrate your knowledge of line including, blind
contour, contour, gesture, open, closed, parallel and varied line. Goal for this unit is to
investigate line as an element of art and also to explore varied media used in drawing.
GRADING SCALE: Point Value
+ Plus indicates you did this well and counts for 3 points
√ Check indicates that you did this, but were missing something and counts for 2 points
- Minus indicates that you did not do this to the level required and counts for 1 point
0 Zero indicates that the required element is missing and counts for 0 points
S p e c i f i c s : Classwork Assessed at 70% of Total Term Grade
_____Work met the size requirement 12 x 18 minimum
_____Work shows full experimentation with the element of line
_____Work shows variety in the line qualities used
_____Work is done in a variety of media
_____Strong composition and design is evident
_____Work shows a strong focal point: Subject of drawing
_____Work shows an interesting, meaningful and purposeful break-up of space
_____Work shows an awareness of positive and negative spaces
_____Work met all deadlines
_____Final collection includes the following in this order:
 Blind contour of hand (multiples in color marker on one page)
 Contour of hand (multiples in color marker on one page)
 Gesture line figures in color conte crayon, charcoal etc.
 Gesture line figure in watercolor (one sheet multiple)
 Blind contour of complex object
 Contour of complex object (of still life)
 Full line drawing of complex subject (no shading)
_____ Write an artist statement using the It’s CLEAR format for writing. Explain how you met
the criteria for this unit, what elements and principles of art you used, which drawing(s) you feel
are your best and why. Describe any improvements you feel you could make and tell how you
might make them. This statement is worth 10 points
TOTAL POINTS: Grades
_____Total out of 40 points _____Letter grade

